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ABSTRACT: We present a series of QM/MM calculations aimed at understanding the mechanism of the biological dehydration of 
glycerol. Strikingly and unusually, this process is catalyzed by two different radical enzymes, one of which is a coenzyme-B12-
dependent enzyme and the other which is a coenzyme-B12-independent enzyme. We 
show that glycerol dehydration in the presence of the coenzyme-B12-dependent enzyme 
proceeds via a 1,2-OH shift, which benefits from a significant catalytic reduction in the 
barrier. In contrast, the same reaction in the presence of the coenzyme-B12-independent 
enzyme is unlikely to involve the 1,2-OH shift; instead, a strong preference for direct 
loss of water from a radical intermediate is indicated. We show that this preference and, 
ultimately the evolution of such enzymes, is strongly linked with the reactivities of the 
species responsible for abstracting a hydrogen atom from the substrate. It appears that the 
hydrogen re-abstraction step involving the product-related radical is fundamental to the 
mechanistic preference. The unconventional 1,2-OH shift seems to be required to gener-
ate a product-related radical of sufficient reactivity to cleave the relatively inactive C–H 
bond arising from the B12 cofactor. In the absence of B12, it is the relatively weak S–H 
bond of a cysteine residue that must be homolyzed. Such a transformation is much less 
demanding and its inclusion apparently enables a simpler overall dehydration mechanism. 
INTRODUCTION 
The biological dehydration of glycerol (1) to 
3-hydroxypropionaldehyde (2, 3-HPA) is an important step in 
the glycerol degradation pathway of certain microorganisms:1 
        (1) 
The reaction requires catalysis from a glycerol dehydratase 
enzyme (GDH: EC 4.2.1.30).2 Frequently, the 3-HPA product 
undergoes hydrogenation, catalyzed by a 1,3-propanediol 
oxydoreductase enzyme (PDOR: EC 1.1.1.202), to produce 
1,3-propanediol (1,3-PD),3 which is not further metabolized. 
In species such as Citrobacter freundii or Klebsiella oxytoca 
(formerly K. pneumoniae), efficient glycerol degradation 
enables the organism to grow on glycerol as the sole carbon 
and energy source.4 For Lactobacillus brevis and L. buchneri, 
however, additional carbon sources are required.5 
In recent years, glycerol dehydration has received increas-
ing attention in the context of industrial biotechnology.6 This 
is primarily because glycerol is a major byproduct of bio-
diesel7 and bioethanol8 production. The increase in production 
of these biofuels is quickly leading to an oversupply of glycer-
ol, and thus determining ways in which this byproduct can be 
usefully harnessed is becoming paramount.9,10  
The initial product of glycerol dehydration, 3-HPA, has 
seen widespread use as a broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent 
(also known as reuterin) in food preservation.11 While the 
accumulation of 3-HPA from glycerol dehydration during 
wine production has been linked to the presence of toxic and 
bitter acrolein,12 this same transformation means that 3-HPA 
can be considered as a viable precursor for widely applicable 
acrolein-based chemicals like acrylic acid and acrylamide.13 
However, the direct use of 3-HPA is somewhat limited by 
difficulties in its isolation,11 which are currently being ad-
dressed.13 
As GDH and PDOR are most frequently co-expressed, 1,3-
PD constitutes a more easily accessible glycerol derivative 
than 3-HPA. At the same time, 1,3-PD is a valuable chemical 
used to manufacture, for example, polyesters, polyethers, 
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polyurethanes14 and, in particular, the versatile polytri-
methylene terephthalate.15 1,3-PD has also found use in coat-
ings, solvents, and antifreezes.16 For this reason, and because 
standard chemical methods for the industrial production of 
1,3-PD suffer from low selectivity and contamination with 
impurities,17 the microbial conversion of glycerol to 1,3-PD 
via 3-HPA has received significant attention in recent 
years.6,9,10,14,15,18 From a biotechnological perspective, the more 
difficult of the two steps from glycerol to 1,3-PD is the glyc-
erol dehydration step shown in reaction (1). The majority of 
metabolically engineered microbial processes established for 
this conversion10,19 utilize a GDH enzyme dependent on coen-
zyme B12 (B12-dGDH). 
B12-dGDH shares significant sequence homology with an 
isofunctional enzyme known as diol dehydratase (DDH: EC 
4.2.1.28, hereinafter referred to as B12-dDDH),
3 which can 
also dehydrate glycerol, albeit less efficiently than B12-
dGDH.20 In addition to the B12 cofactor, both enzymes require 
monovalent cations (such as K+),20 although the details of such 
requirements differ between the two enzymes.21 Elegant recent 
work by Yoshizawa and coworkers has indicated that B12-
dDDH also requires Ca2+ in its substrate binding pocket.22 We 
are, however, not aware of any similar study to date for B12-
dGDH so the nature of the active-site cation in this case re-
mains to be definitively determined. The X-ray crystal struc-
ture of the recombinant B12-dGDH of K. oxytoca has been 
solved (indicating K+ as the monovalent cation),23 revealing 
also a strong structural similarity to B12-dDDH.24  
Both B12-dDDH and B12-dGDH are thought to follow the 
generalized mechanism for coenzyme-B12-dependent reac-
tions, whereby the unique Co–C bond of coenzyme B12 is 
cleaved homolytically to produce cob(II)alamin and the highly 
reactive 5'-deoxyadenosyl radical (Ado•).20,25,26,27 Substrate 
catalysis (Figure 1) begins with the removal of one of the 
substrate (R-H) hydrogen atoms by Ado• to yield 5'-
deoxyadenosine (Ado–H) and a substrate-derived radical (R•). 
This radical could conceivably eliminate H2O to form an alde-
hyde-related radical (A•), whose subsequent quenching by 
Ado–H would form the product aldehyde (A-H) directly. Such 
a mechanism would, however, not be consistent with experi-
ments performed with B12-dDDH and 
18O-labeled propane-
1,2-diols,28 which indicate that the eliminated oxygen may 
originate from either the 1- (red) or the 2- (blue) position 
(Figure 1).29 For this reason, it has been proposed that the 
substrate-derived radical (R•) undergoes a rearrangement to a 
product-related radical (P•), whose recapture of an H-atom 
from Ado–H would regenerate Ado• and form the 1,1-diol 
product (P-H).30 Dehydration of the latter species can then 
yield the product aldehyde (A-H) in a manner consistent with 
the aforementioned labeling experiments.  
Because the radical intermediates depicted in Figure 1 are 
highly reactive and difficult to observe, many of the mechanis-
tic studies on B12-dGDH and B12-dDDH, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the Results and Discussion section, 
have been performed using EPR spectroscopy,31,32 computa-
tional techniques,22,29,33,34 site-directed mutagenesis,35 or a 
combination of the latter two approaches.36 
For many years, the B12-dependent dehydratases (B12-
dDDH and B12-dGDH) were thought to be the only enzymes 
capable of catalyzing the transformation shown in reaction (1). 
In 2003, however, a coenzyme-B12-independent form of GDH 
(B12-iGDH) from Clostridium butyricum was isolated, de-
scribed,37 and characterized (including the resolution of the X-
ray crystal structure).38 Although B12-dGDH and B12-iGDH 
are isofunctional, they share very little sequence homology 
and are structurally very distinct.6 B12-iGDH is actually a 
glycyl-radical enzyme38 and exhibits significant sequence and 
structural similarity with pyruvate formate-lyase (PFL: EC 
2.3.1.54).39 Both PFL and B12-iGDH require an activating 
enzyme (PFL-AE or GDH-AE, respectively) to initiate cataly-
sis. The activating enzymes belong to the radical SAM super-
family,38,40 and thus bind S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) in the 
vicinity of a [4Fe–4S] cluster. Reductive cleavage of the C–S 
bond of SAM by the active [4Fe–4S]+1 cluster affords Ado• 
and methionine.41 The Ado•-carrying GDH-AE (or PFL-AE) 
may then activate B12-iGDH (or PFL) by abstracting an H-
atom from a backbone glycine residue (Gly-H) of the primary 
metabolic enzyme, forming a glycyl radical (Gly•).42 Once 
B12-iGDH (or PFL) is activated in this way, it may dissociate 
from GDH-AE (or PFL-AE) and remain active for multiple 
turnovers.43 In this dissociated state, the Gly• in B12-iGDH (by 
analogy with PFL) is thought to abstract an H-atom from an 
 
 
Figure 1. Possible mechanisms for glycerol dehydration following radical activation by either Ado• (B12-dGDH) or Cys• (B12-iGDH). The 
numbers in bold type depict the calculated bond dissociation enthalpies (at 298.15 K in kJ mol-1) for the relevant X–H →X• + H• bond 
cleavage reactions. See Computational Details. 
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active-site cysteine residue (Cys-H), thus forming Gly-H and 
Cys•. It is this latter species that is postulated to activate the 
substrate glycerol (Figure 1).38,44  
It is noteworthy that despite the generally low sequence and 
structural similarities between B12-dGDH and B12-iGDH, and 
their distinct radical initiators (Ado• and Cys•, respectively), 
the substrate-binding pockets of the two enzymes are surpris-
ingly similar.23,38 This has led to suggestions that the two en-
zymes may represent an example of convergent evolution6 and 
share the same substrate mechanism.38 In contrast to B12-
dependent DDH, no 18O-labeling experiments have been per-
formed for B12-iGDH so the possible intermediacy of an alde-
hyde-related radical (A•, Figure 1) cannot be ruled in or out 
beforehand. Indeed, of the two computational studies on the 
mechanism of this enzyme, one was performed in the context 
of the OH-migration mechanism (R• → P•, Figure 1),45 but it 
focused on the first H-transfer step, whereas the other con-
cluded that B12-iGDH may not involve the migration of a 
hydroxyl group.46 In the context of very recent experiments 
concerned with the isolation and characterization of a B12-
independent DDH from Roseburia inulinivorans (RiDD or 
B12-iDDH),47 the possibility of two dehydration mechanisms 
has been discussed and potentially linked with active site 
flexibility. 
With the goal of advancing the mechanistic understanding 
of enzymatic glycerol dehydration, this paper presents a com-
prehensive series of QM/MM calculations focused on the 
substrate mechanisms of B12-dGDH and B12-iGDH. We will 
approach our goal by systematically analyzing aspects of both 
mechanisms (Figure 1) in both enzymes, all within a single, 
reliable, methodological framework. Specific emphasis will be 
placed on the analysis of mechanistic similarities and differ-
ences between the two enzymes revealed by such an approach, 
as well as on rationalizing the reasons underlying their con-
vergent and divergent aspects. 
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
Small model calculations. The bond dissociation en-
thalpies (BDEs) shown in Figure 1 were calculated for small 
model systems at 298.15 K in the gas phase using G3(MP2)-
RAD,48 which has been demonstrated to perform well for the 
thermodynamic analysis of radical stabilization energies 
(RSEs) and, to a slightly lesser extent, BDEs.49 We used me-
thanethiol as an approximation for the BDE for Cys-H, obtain-
ing the value of 361.0 kJ mol-1. In a similar simplification, the 
adenine ring of Ado-H was replaced by an imidazole group, 
resulting in a model BDE of 427.9 kJ mol-1. All other BDEs in 
Figure 1 were calculated for the species as shown. Starting 
geometries for calculations of R-H, P-H and A-H were taken 
from conformations that correspond to those in the enzyme 
environment. Further details are available in Table S1 of the 
Supporting Information.  
Preparation of classical systems. Calculations involving 
B12-dGDH were based upon the PDB structure 1IWP,
23 
whereas the PDB structure 1R9D38 was used for B12-iGDH. 
Protonation states for titratable residues were assigned using 
H++,50,51 which accounts for each of the 2N protonation mi-
crostates (when N titratable residues are active).52 In our calcu-
lations, we used the Poisson–Boltzmann formalism, an ionic 
strength of 0.15 M, an external dielectric constant (εext) of 80, 
an internal dielectric constant (εin) of 10 and a pH value of 6.5. 
Because previous studies have revealed the importance of the 
protonation states of the histidine residues in the vicinity of the 
substrate,29,30,34,36,46 we analyzed these residues more thorough-
ly (see Table S2). This analysis revealed that His144 of B12-
dGDH prefers a neutral protonation state (HIE, with the single 
proton on N), irrespective of the inclusion of the B12 cofactor, 
the substrate or the crystal water molecules in the pKa (strictly 
pK1/2) evaluation. By comparison, B12-iGDH has two histidine 
residues in close proximity to the substrate and is, therefore, 
more complex.53 Evaluation of the pK1/2 values for B12-iGDH 
in the absence of the substrate and the crystallographic waters 
revealed a preference for a neutral His281 (HIE) and a proto-
nated (HIP) His164, in agreement with the previous analysis 
performed by Feliks et al.46 However, inclusion of the sub-
strate and/or the crystallographic waters in the computational 
titrations introduced a large shift in the pK1/2 value of His164, 
showing a strong preference for a neutral state (HID, with the 
single proton on N). Based on these results, we performed our 
classical simulations of B12-iGDH with the HIE281-HID164 
combination, whereas the B12-dGDH simulations were per-
formed with HIE144. 
After protonation of titratable residues as described above, 
sodium counterions were used to neutralize the overall charge 
and the systems were solvated in a truncated octahedron water 
box using the Amber 9 suite of programs.54 Valence parame-
ters for cobalamin were obtained from the literature,55 while 
RESP charges for AdoCbl were obtained at the IEF-PCM 
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory, including the cc-pVTZ-
Douglass-Kroll basis set56 and an atomic radius of 1.80 for 
Co.27  
Classical MD simulations. Equilibrations of the systems 
involved energy minimizations and short (100 ps) MD simula-
tions with systematic decreases to zero of the harmonic re-
straints and relaxation of the volume and temperature (NPT 
ensemble) with target values of the temperature and pressure 
set to 300 K and 1 atm, respectively. For B12-dGDH, this 
resulted in converged density and pressure values of 1.051 ± 
0.001 g cm-3 and 1.5 ± 46.8 atm, respectively (average ± 
standard deviation). The snapshot with the instantaneous vol-
ume closest to the average volume from the NPT run (density 
of 1.051 g cm-3, pressure of -13.8 atm for B12-dGDH) was 
chosen for subsequent MD simulations at constant volume 
(NVT ensemble) at 300 K for a total of 11 ns for each protein. 
The final 10 ns of these data (T = 300.0 ± 0.7 K for B12-
 
Figure 2. Left: The B12-dependent model system, and Right: The 
B12-independent model system. The atoms treated quantum-
mechanically are shown in a ball-and-stick representation.  
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dGDH) were used to obtain structures for the subsequent 
QM/MM calculations by taking the structure with the lowest 
RMSD from the average structure over this time period. The 
numerical indicators of the equilibration protocol for B12-
iGDH were essentially identical to those given for B12-dGDH. 
All subsequent QM/MM calculations were based on these 
equilibrated systems. 
QM/MM calculations. All QM/MM calculations were per-
formed with the electrostatic embedding implementation of 
ONIOM as found in the Gaussian0357 and, to a lesser extent, 
the Gaussian0958 suites of programs. All QM/MM geometries 
were optimized at the ONIOM[B3LYP/6-31G(d):AMBER] 
level of theory. Local minima and transition structures were 
verified as such by evaluating their corresponding Hessian 
matrices. The topological connectivity of all transition struc-
tures was verified by optimizing structures resulting from 
manual displacements along the Hessian eigenvector associat-
ed with the imaginary frequency, in both the forward and 
reverse directions.  
For the B12-independent B12-iGDH system, the Antecham-
ber utility of AMBER was used to extract all residues partially 
within 44.0 Å of the center of mass (COM) of the glycerol 
molecule. Within this molecular fragment, all atoms within 
11.0 Å of glycerol’s COM were allowed to move freely in the 
QM/MM calculations, while the remaining layer of 33.0 Å 
was fixed to account for long-range electrostatic effects and to 
provide rigidity to the system. The QM region included glyc-
erol and relevant portions of Cys433 (initially as Cys•), 
Glu435, His281 and Lys323 (see Figure 2).  
A similarly sized, freely moving subset of atoms within 
11.0 Å of glycerol’s COM was used for the B12-dependent B12-
dGDH system, though a 38.0 Å residue-based cut-off from 
glycerol was extracted from the entire equilibrated periodic 
system. The QM region for B12-dGDH included glycerol, K
+, 
and relevant portions of Ado• (ribose), Glu171, His144 and 
Asn373 (see Figure 2).  
The systems shown in Figure 2 were used for the compara-
tive mechanistic investigation of glycerol dehydration present-
ed herein. The QM systems were thus chosen to include the 
substrate, the most important proximate amino acids, and the 
key part of the radical initiator (Cys• or Ado•). Systems of this 
size are most efficiently treated using density functional theory 
(DFT). Such a choice, however, carries with it the question of 
an appropriate functional. In the present work, we directly 
addressed this issue by performing benchmark QM/MM calcu-
lations using the compound ONIOM[G3(MP2-
RAD):AMBER] procedure.59 Selected functionals (F) were 
then tested by evaluating ONIOM[F/6-
311+G(3df,2p):AMBER] energies (where F = BMK,60 
BMK+D3, M06-2X,61 B3LYP,62 B3LYP+D3, B97XD,63 and 
PBEh1PBE,64 where “+D3” indicates the explicit inclusion of 
Grimme’s D3 atom-pair-wise dispersion correction65) and 
comparing them with the benchmark values. This choice of 
functionals was partially guided by a recent benchmark study 
we performed on a range of B12-related H-transfer reactions.66 
Based on our previous experience, we chose not to use exam-
ples of pure GGA and meta GGA functionals and focused 
instead on examples of global hybrid GGA functionals 
(B3LYP and PBEh1PBE), a range-separated functional with 
inbuilt dispersion correction (B97XD), as well as an example 
of a meta hybrid functional (BMK). Because we had been 
interested in the explicit effect of atom-pair-wise dispersion 
corrections in the QM/MM context, we had initially decided 
not to employ examples of the Minnesota meta family67 as 
these functionals already implicitly cover medium-range dis-
persion effects due to their parametrization. However, because 
of its widespread use, we subsequently added M06-2X to the 
group of tested functionals. For the purpose of the assessment 
study we used the B12-dGDH system (Figure 2, left) with the 
QM system reduced to only glycerol, K+ and the methylene 
group from Ado•. All presented QM/MM energies were calcu-
lated at 0 K and include a scaled (by 0.9826)68 zero-point 
vibrational energy correction. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Benchmark calculations. To ascertain which density func-
tional was likely to describe the energetics of the enzyme-
catalyzed glycerol dehydration most satisfactorily, we charac-
terized the transformation of R-H to P-H, via R• and P• (see 
Figure 1) for B12-dGDH using a minimalistic QM region. The 
individual steps of glycerol dehydration will be discussed in 
more detail below in the context of calculations with the larger 
QM region (Figure 2).  
The reference ONIOM[G3(MP2-RAD):AMBER] energy 
profile, obtained using ONIOM[B3LYP/6-31G(d):AMBER] 
geometries, is depicted in Figure 3 in green and shows the 
corresponding energies of the stationary points relative to R-
H. As seen, all tested functionals (using the same geometries) 
agree well with the benchmark value in terms of the relative 
energy of P-H. The relative energies of the radical intermedi-
ates (R• and P•) show somewhat larger deviations, with the 
majority of functionals apparently over-stabilizing the radicals. 
Similar trends are observed in the H-transfer transition struc-
tures (TS1 and TS3), where the TS energies are underestimat-
ed (to varying extents) by all functionals. The largest discrep-
ancies occur for the hydroxyl migration transition structure 
(TS2). Particularly notable in this respect is the failure of 
B3LYP, irrespective of the inclusion of dispersion corrections 
in the QM zone.  
The overall performance of the tested functionals can be 
best gauged by inspecting their mean absolute deviations 
(MADs in the inset of Figure 3) from the benchmark calcula-
tions (numerical values for all stationary points are provided in 
Table S3 of the Supporting Information). B3LYP (with or 
without dispersion corrections) is clearly associated with the 
 
Figure 3. QM/MM benchmark (ONIOM[G3(MP2-
RAD):AMBER] and DFT (ONIOM[F/6-
311+G(3df,2p):AMBER], where F = BMK, BMK(+D3), M06-
2X, B3LYP(+D3), B97XD and PBEh1PBE) results. The model 
system is described in the Computational Details section.  
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poorest overall performance (MAD = 13.8 and 13.3 kJ mol-1, 
respectively). This is a particularly relevant observation as all 
previous QM/MM studies on diol dehydration22,34,36,46 have 
relied heavily on B3LYP as the QM method of choice. 
PBEh1PBE fares only marginally better with an MAD of 12.4 
kJ mol-1 and is not recommended for use with reactions of the 
type shown in Figure 1. B97XD, with an MAD of 8.2 kJ 
mol-1, is certainly preferable to either of the aforementioned 
functionals but it still underestimates the energy of TS2 by 
more than 10 kJ mol-1 (see Table S3). Notably, the MAD of 
BMK (5.2 kJ mol-1) essentially falls within chemical accuracy. 
Its performance is slightly improved by the addition of an 
empirical dispersion correction, with a resultant MAD of 4.6 
kJ mol-1. On this basis, we believe that ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-
311+G(3df,2p):AMBER] should prove to be a reliable model 
chemistry for the investigation of enzyme-catalyzed glycerol 
dehydration. The remaining energy comparisons presented in 
this work are made, therefore, using this level of theory. In-
spection of Figure 3 and Table S3 shows that M06-2X is asso-
ciated with a slightly lower MAD (3.1 kJ mol-1) than BMK-
D3. For comparison, therefore, we have provided the energies 
for all profiles with ONIOM[M06-2X/6-
311+G(3df,2p):AMBER] in Tables S4-S8. The two function-
als provide similar overall results and lead to identical mecha-
nistic conclusions.  
Despite the fact that the energies produced by the B3LYP 
functional are less than ideal, this is not expected to adversely 
affect the quality of the B3LYP geometries. Namely, geometry 
is a property that has been established to be much less sensi-
tive to the electronic structure method than the corresponding 
energy, even in the case of radical reactions.69 
B12-dependent GDH. In the reaction catalyzed by 
B12-dGDH the first step involves hydrogen-atom abstraction 
from the substrate (R-H) by 5′-deoxyadenosyl radical (Ado•) 
to form the closed-shell 5′-deoxyadenosine (Ado-H) and the 
substrate-derived radical (R•). According to Figure 1, this 
reaction should be inherently exothermic by 26.6 kJ mol-1. The 
initial hydrogen-atom abstraction is thought to be followed by 
migration of the hydroxyl group from the C2 atom to the C1 
atom of glycerol to generate the product-related radical (P•) in 
a mechanistic step that, in the absence of catalysis, would be 
expected to be associated with very high energy demands (> 
100 kJ mol-1).33 Following OH migration, H-atom re-
abstraction from Ado-H by P• may occur to form the closed-
shell product (P-H) and regenerate Ado•. On the basis of the 
BDEs shown in Figure 1, this hydrogen transfer should be 
very mildly endothermic (2.2 kJ mol-1). The final step of such 
a mechanism would be the dehydration of P-H to generate the 
final product aldehyde (A-H). 
As shown in Figure 1, there exists a simpler mechanistic 
possibility involving the dehydration of the radical intermedi-
ate R• to give a stabilized radical A•. For A• to be transformed 
to product, however, it would need to extract a non-activated 
hydrogen atom from the methyl group of Ado-H. According to 
the BDE data in Figure 1, this step would be endothermic by 
41.7 kJ mol-1, rendering it relatively unlikely. The significantly 
more facile H-transfer in the first mechanism (from P-H to 
Ado•) is widely accepted to explain why the 1,2-OH shift 
occurs. However, such migrations are known to be high in 
energy,29 and must therefore benefit from catalysis by the 
enzyme.  
Figure 4 shows the QM/MM energy profile of the transfor-
mation of R-H into P-H in the presence of B12-dGDH. Using 
the model chemistry established in the previous section, the 
first hydrogen-atom transfer is associated with a barrier of 
64.4 kJ mol-1 (TS1) and it is somewhat more exothermic in the 
enzyme than would be expected based only upon the BDEs 
shown in Figure 1. The second step, which involves the trans-
formation of R• into P• by means of a 1,2-OH migration 
(TS2), is associated with a transition structure that is consider-
ably lower in energy than the one corresponding to H-transfer. 
The catalytic effect that reduces the barrier of this difficult 
step has been rationalized by small model calculations29 and 
QM/MM calculations on B12-dDDH
34 as a synergistic push–
pull effect involving His144 (to O2) and Glu171 (from O1, see 
Figures 2 and 4), with the exact role of the mandatory cation 
the subject of some discussion.29,34,70 The final H-transfer 
(TS3), from Ado-H to R•, is predicted to be rate limiting and, 
in line with the BDE analysis, is essentially thermoneutral.  
 
Figure 4. QM/MM results for B12-dependent GDH, showing OH 
migration with a neutral histidine (B12-dGDH, HIE144). The 
model system is described in the Computational Details section 
and shown schematically in the left panel of Figure 2. The ener-
gies were evaluated with ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-311 
+G(3df,2p):AMBER]. 
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A comparison of Figures 3 and 4 leads to the interesting 
conclusion that, for this particular reaction, the reduced QM 
system appears to be sufficiently large. We suggest, however, 
that it is unwise to generalize this conclusion too widely. An 
intriguing aspect of both profiles (Figures 3 and 4) concerns 
the relative energies of R• and P•. In isolation, P• is calculated 
to be more stable than R• by more than 10 kJ mol-1,33 which is 
consistent with the analogous energy comparison within the 
ethane-1,2-diol system (where the analog of P• is favored by 
more than 20 kJ mol-1).29 The same preference (analogous to 
E(P•) < E(R•)) is present in almost all of the relevant QM/MM 
calculations of the propane-1,2-diol system bound to 
B12-dDDH.
34,36 However, this preference is inconsistent with 
the EPR observation of the 1,2-propanediol-1-yl radical (ana-
log of R•) as the dominant (and hence lowest energy) organic 
radical in functioning B12-dDDH.
31 In contrast, the QM/MM 
calculations presented in Figures 3 and 4 exhibit a clear pref-
erential stabilization of R• by the enzyme. This stabilization is 
not only apparent through the reversal of the relative energies 
of R• and P• but can also be seen by recalling that the initial 
H-transfer reaction was expected to be exothermic by only 
26.6 kJ mol-1 (on the basis of BDEs) while the QM/MM re-
sults show values at least 11 kJ mol-1 larger than this. The 
experimental observations31 would therefore suggest that an 
analogous stabilization is present for B12-dDDH and propane-
1,2-diol but that the previous QM/MM calculations34,36 have 
been unable to capture the effect.  
Based on the results of previous small-model calculations,29 
it is of interest to consider the hypothetical mechanism in 
which His144 in B12-dGDH is protonated, even though an 
analogous mechanism has been previously investigated for 
B12-dDDH with propane-1,2-diol.
34a The results from the 
B12-dGDH system are shown in Figure 5. Therein, it can be 
seen that while this small change has a minimal effect on the 
initial hydrogen abstraction, it has rather drastic consequences 
for the subsequent steps. Namely, the protonated histidine can 
be seen to spontaneously transfer its excess proton to the mi-
grating OH group, effectively causing the dehydration of R• 
(to A• + H2O) as shown in the alternative pathway in Figure 1 
(TS4). It is theoretically possible for the eliminated water to 
add back at the adjacent carbon (TS5, see Figure 1), to give 
the same outcome as shown in Figure 4. However, Figure 5 
shows that the aldehyde radical (A•) lies in a very deep poten-
tial well. If such a well were to be accessed, it would likely 
result in enzyme inactivation.33 Nevertheless, if the P• radical 
were somehow to be formed by water re-addition, it can be 
seen that the hydrogen transfer to generate P-H would be 
associated with much the same energetic demands as in the 
model shown in Figure 4 with a non-protonated His144. 
Additional calculations shown in Figure 6 show that direct 
hydrogen transfer from the methyl group of Ado-H to the 
stable aldehyde radical (A•, analogous to the upper pathway in 
Figure 1) is endothermic by 52.7 kJ mol-1 and associated with 
a barrier (TS6) of 105.8 kJ mol-1. This result strongly reinforc-
es the conclusion that full protonation of the migrating oxygen 
would be very likely to result in deactivation of B12-dGDH.  
Given the potentially deleterious effect of the protonating 
His144, it is tempting to speculate that one of the roles played 
by the substrate-binding cation is actually to suppress the side-
chain pKa of His144 and prevent it from becoming protonated. 
Some circumstantial evidence for such a speculation can be 
found by considering the mechanism of B12-iGDH, as present-
ed in the following section. 
 
Figure 5. QM/MM results for B12-dependent GDH, showing 
OH(H) migration with a protonated histidine (B12-dGDH, 
HIP144, OH(H) migration). The model system is analogous to 
that described in the Computational Details section and shown 
schematically in the left panel of Figure 2. The energies were 
evaluated with ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-311+G(3df,2p):AMBER]. 
 
Figure 6. QM/MM results for B12-dependent GDH, showing H2O 
elimination with a protonated histidine (B12-dGDH, HIP144, H2O 
elimination). The model system is analogous to that described in 
the Computational Details section and shown schematically in the 
left panel of Figure 2. The energies were evaluated with 
ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-311+G(3df,2p):AMBER]. 
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B12-independent GDH. As mentioned previously, the B12-
iGDH is isofunctional with B12-dGDH even though the two 
enzymes exhibit no significant sequence or structural homolo-
gy with one another. Interestingly, however, their active sites 
(Figure 2) are very similar. Apart from the occurrence of a 
similar pattern of hydrophobic residues close to the radical 
initiator, the pattern of their polar residues is also very similar. 
In particular, the “migrating” oxygen (O2) of the substrate is 
close to a histidine residue in both cases, whereas the adjacent 
“spectator” oxygen (O1) is in close contact with a glutamate 
residue in both enzymes.  
As mentioned in the Computational Details section, there is 
an additional histidine residue (His164) close to the substrate 
in B12-iGDH. A previous computational investigation of the 
mechanism of this enzyme was performed with this residue in 
its protonated form (HIP164).46 In the light of the results in 
Figures 5 and 6, it is perhaps not surprising that HIP164 
played a pivotal role in the previously reported mechanism.46 
However, our own pK1/2 calculations indicate that this residue 
has a strong preference for neutrality in the presence of the 
substrate and crystallographic waters (Table S2); our mecha-
nistic investigations were thus performed with this residue in a 
neutral state (HID164). 
An intriguing difference between the active sites of the two 
enzymes concerns the requirement of a potassium ion for the 
function of B12-dGDH but not for B12-iGDH. It is noteworthy 
that, even with His164 in its neutral form, another positive 
charge is present near the substrate of B12-iGDH. This comes 
in the form of (protonated) Lys323, which can be found on the 
rear side of the His281 (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the most 
important difference between the two enzymes likely concerns 
the radical activation of the substrate. Namely, B12-iGDH has 
its radical chemistry initiated by a sulfur-based thiyl radical 
from a cysteine residue, as opposed to the carbon-based Ado• 
utilized by B12-dGDH. 
As shown in Figure 1, the S–H BDE of a cysteine residue is 
calculated to be around 361.0 kJ mol-1, which is considerably 
lower than the C–H BDE of Ado-H (427.9 kJ mol-1). This 
implies that the activation of the substrate R-H (BDE = 401.3 
kJ mol-1) by Cys• should be intrinsically endothermic by some 
40.3 kJ mol-1. If the 1,2-OH migration were to proceed as in 
the B12-dGDH mechanism (via R• and P•), one could expect 
the final H-transfer from an intact cysteine (Cys-H) to the P• 
radical (P-H BDE = 425.7 kJ mol-1) to be exothermic by some 
64.7 kJ mol-1. 
A mechanistic profile (via R• and P•) for B12-iGDH ob-
tained by our QM/MM approach is shown in Figure 7. It can 
be seen that, like B12-dGDH, B12-iGDH preferentially stabiliz-
es the R• intermediate. Once again, this is evident through 
either the fact that (enzyme-bound) R• is significantly more 
stable than (enzyme-bound) P• or the fact that the intrinsic 
endothermicity of the initial H-transfer (40.3 kJ mol-1 on the 
basis of BDEs) has been substantially reduced (to 17.6 kJ mol-
1) in the presence of B12-iGDH. The barrier for the initial H-
transfer reaction is also significantly lower for B12-iGDH than  
for B12-dGDH. However, this is more likely to be related to 
the facility of H-transfers between S and C atoms (relative to 
that between two C atoms) rather than any additional transi-
tion-structure stabilization (of TS1) by the enzyme. Overall, 
the results imply that the activation of R-H by Cys• in the 
presence of B12-iGDH appears to be not only feasible but also 
facile. 
 
Figure 7. QM/MM results for B12-independent GDH, showing 
OH(H) migration (B12-iGDH, OH(H) migration). The model 
system is described in the Computational Details section and 
shown schematically in the right panel of Figure 2. The energies 
were evaluated with ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-
311+G(3df,2p):AMBER].  
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Following substrate activation, the mechanism of B12-iGDH 
appears to diverge from that of B12-dGDH. Specifically, even 
though neither His164 nor His281 are initially protonated, the 
combined absence of the potassium ion and the presence of a 
protonated Lys323 at the rear side of His281 are sufficient to 
result in a relayed proton transfer from Lys323 to the “migrat-
ing” oxygen of the substrate in B12-iGDH (see Figure 7). This 
is similar yet clearly different to the mechanism involving 
direct substrate protonation by HIP144 in B12-dGDH shown in 
Figure 5 (or, for that matter, direct substrate protonation by 
HIP164, as previously reported for B12-iGDH
46). However, 
inspection of Figure 7 shows that, in the case of B12-iGDH, the 
aldehyde radical (A•) is not particularly stabilized relative to 
the remaining radical intermediates of the dehydration mecha-
nism (in contrast to Figure 5). Indeed, it is predicted to be 
slightly higher in energy than the reactant radical R•. In prin-
ciple, this could imply that the re-addition of the water mole-
cule to the adjacent carbon atom (TS5) is more feasible than 
for the protonated mechanism of B12-dGDH (Figure 5). How-
ever, inspection of Figure 7 reveals that in practice this is 
unlikely, with the calculated barrier for the formation of the P• 
radical (from A•) amounting to 112.9 kJ mol-1 (TS5). In ac-
cordance with expectations based on the BDE analysis, the H-
transfer from cysteine to the P• radical (if it were to be 
formed) would be facile and exothermic by 70.1 kJ mol-1.  
On the basis of the above calculations, it seems that the 
mechanism involving a 1,2-OH shift (by way of the elimina-
tion (TS4) and re-addition (TS5) of a water molecule) is not a 
viable mechanism for B12-iGDH. In the context of the mecha-
nistic scenarios shown in Figure 1, it is of interest to consider 
the ability of the aldehyde radical (A•) to abstract an H-atom 
from an intact cysteine residue (Cys-H). Based on the BDE 
considerations apparent from Figure 1, such a transfer should 
actually be exothermic by 25.2 kJ mol-1. 
The QM/MM profile of the upper mechanism of Figure 1 
for B12-iGDH is displayed in Figure 8. The first two steps, in 
which the substrate is activated (TS1) and the resulting radical 
eliminates water (TS4), are identical to those shown in Figure 
7 (involving the proton relay). In Figure 8, however, the alde-
hyde radical (A•) abstracts an H-atom from Cys433 (TS6). 
Although the exothermicity of this step is somewhat reduced 
from the simple BDE-based estimate, this step seems both 
kinetically (H‡ = 53.8 kJ mol-1) and thermodynamically (H 
= −10.7 kJ mol-1) viable. Indeed, when compared with the 
(radical rearrangement) mechanism shown in Figure 7, it is 
relatively clear that the elimination/abstraction scenario de-
picted in Figure 8 is significantly more favorable. 
For both B12-dGDH and B12-iGDH, a mechanism involving 
the elimination of water from the substrate-derived radical 
(R•) requires the presence of an acidic proton. When this pro-
ton is manually introduced at His144 of B12-dGDH, despite 
the indications of pK1/2 values to the contrary, H2O elimination 
(TS4) becomes mechanistically dominant, albeit unproductive 
(see Figures 5 and 6 and reference 34a). In this context, the 
previous finding that manually protonating His164 of 
B12-iGDH resulted in H2O elimination
46 is perhaps not overly 
surprising. Nor can it really be considered sufficient to prove 
the operability of the elimination mechanism in B12-iGDH. 
However, the observation that elimination still occurs in 
B12-iGDH, even when both proximate histidine residues (164 
and 281) are neutral (in accordance with pK1/2 calculations, 
Table S2), is a rather convincing result. Placed properly in the 
overall context of calculations of both mechanisms for both 
enzymes on an equal and reliable footing, and combining this 
information with appropriate thermodynamic considerations, it 
seems possible to draw some solid conclusions regarding the 
enzymatic dehydration of glycerol. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we have used a QM/MM approach to investi-
gate, compare and contrast the mechanism of glycerol dehy-
dration in the presence of two isofunctional enzymes, B12-
dependent (B12-dGDH) and B12-independent (B12-iGDH) 
glycerol dehydratases. Despite the fact that these two enzymes 
bear virtually no sequential or structural similarity to one 
another, they have remarkably similar substrate binding sites. 
Nevertheless, it appears that the subtle differences between 
these active sites result in markedly different dehydration 
mechanisms. The differences in these mechanisms seem to be 
strongly related, on the one hand, to the X–H bond strength of 
the radical initiator and, on the other hand, to the protonation 
environment of the “migrating” oxygen of the substrate. It 
appears also that no special invocation of active-site flexibility 
is required to rationalize the appearance of two dehydration 
mechanisms. 
When the radical initiator has a high X–H bond strength, as 
in the case of B12-dGDH (C–H BDE of 427.9 kJ mol-1), a 
mechanism involving a 1,2-OH shift is strongly preferred 
(Figure 4). The driving force for such a mechanism can be 
found in a thermodynamic mismatch of BDEs in the alterna-
tive radical elimination mechanism (Figure 1, upper pathway). 
That is, the resonance stability present in the aldehyde radical 
intermediate (A•) makes it unlikely that the 386.2 kJ mol-1 
gained from forming the missing C–H bond is sufficient to 
counterbalance the 427.9 kJ mol-1 required to cleave the C–H 
bond of Ado-H. Seemingly in response to this energy mis-
match, the enzyme offers significant catalytic assistance to the 
ordinarily difficult 1,2-migration of an OH group. Completing 
this step implies that the C–H bond formed (in P-H) upon 
abstracting an H-atom supplies some 425.7 kJ mol-1, which is 
a much better match for the 427.9 kJ mol-1 contained in the 
Ado-H bond.  
 
Figure 8. QM/MM results for B12-independent GDH, showing 
H2O elimination (B12-iGDH, H2O elimination). The model system 
is described in the Computational Details section and shown sche-
matically in the right panel of Figure 2. The energies were evaluat-
ed with ONIOM[BMK+D3/6-311+G(3df,2p):AMBER]. 
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That the balance between catalysis and catastrophe is deli-
cate is nicely demonstrated by considering the mechanism of 
B12-dGDH when His144 is protonated. This small change 
forces the elimination of water from the R• radical forming the 
stabilized aldehyde radical intermediate (A•, Figure 5). Not 
only is the H abstraction from 5’-deoxyadenosine by this 
intermediate energetically unfavorable, so too is the re-
addition of water and the formation of the more reactive P• 
intermediate (which would allow a more facile H abstraction). 
This combination strongly implies that the enzyme must con-
trol the protonation state of His144 such that catalysis of the 
1,2-OH shift is enabled but inactivation is avoided. It is tempt-
ing to speculate in this respect that part of the role played by 
the requisite cation is to suppress the pKa of His144 and aid in 
this control.  
When the radical initiator has a low X–H bond strength, as 
in the case of B12-iGDH (S–H BDE of 361.0 kJ mol-1), the 
situation is effectively reversed. In this case protonation of the 
migrating oxygen need not be avoided because of a thermody-
namic mismatch; the 386.2 kJ mol-1 gained from forming the 
missing C–H bond in the aldehyde-related radical (A•) is more 
than sufficient to effect the cleavage of the S–H bond (which 
requires only 361.0 kJ mol-1). The OH(H) migration pathway 
that would lead to an intermediate with a significantly higher 
BDE is neither required nor accessible. Significantly, this 
mechanism would predict that the scrambling of 18O labels, 
which occurred in the dehydration of 18O-labelled propane-
1,2-diols with B12-dDDH, would not be observed. In addition, 
seemingly in response to the balanced thermodynamics of the 
H-transfer, the structure of the active site is such that the en-
zyme is poised to carry out the (indirect) protonation of the 
migrating oxygen, ensuring the dehydration and primacy of 
the more economical mechanism.  
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